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CCT progress  
from ISINN to ISINN 
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Collinear Cluster Tripartition 



0. Short review of the previous results 
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Effect is seen  
in the arm from 
the side of scattering 
foil  only. 
Thus, it is due to  
scattering in any cense 

Difference between the arms 

CCT gross-structure (bump) in 252Cf (sf) 

Yu. Pyatkov et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 
45, 29–37 (2010) 
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Structures symmetric to the arms 

Vice versa: 
structures symmetric  
to the arms are independent 
from the scattering 



Selection:   
v-dE window 

Confirmation of CCT gross-structure in 235U (nth,f) 
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Ni68/72 



Z evidence: it is really Ni-bump 



&M2=60-74amu 

COMETA data: Ni-bump & Ge-bump  without any gating 
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Neutron gated data, n=3 & V-E gate 

Rectangular structure 

similar to these observed 

earlier but:  

    based on deformed  

    magic clusters 

prescission neutrons? 

dm=4 

1. Neutron source being 
at rest; 

2. Low missing mass; 

 

 prescission neutrons? 
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Ternary decays, all 3 fragments were detected 

&Ms12<258 dM12s ~ 40amu 

By definition: 

m1>m2>m3 
Bright 

manifestation of 

clustering  



1. Confirmation of the shape isomeric states in FF 



Recent Experiments at the IBR-2 reactor 

235U(nth, f ) reaction,  
thick target backing, 
FF masses  from TOF-E.  
 
COMETA-R setup: 
2 mosaics of 8 PINs each, 
MCP based “start” detector 



252Cf(sf) 

In each ternary event: 
M1>M2>M3 

Low statistics , preliminary result 

life time of the FF Isomeric states 
is expected to be  in µs range . 
Welcome to the next  talk of  
Prof. Pyatkov 
 



2. Searching for new long-lived shape isomers 



Figure 1. Evolution of nuclear shapes 
during the deformation process from one 
parent nucleus 252Cf to three separated 
fragments 146Ba, 10Be, and 96Sr. 

The liquid drop model 
deformation energy versus 
separation 
distance for the 10Be 
accompanied cold 
fission of 252Cf with 132Sn 
and 100Zr 
heavy fragments. The new 
minimum appears in the 
shaded area from Rov3 to 
Rt . 
 

Isomeric state 

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 26 (2000) L97–L102 

Nuclear qusi-molecular states in ternary 
fission 
 

D N Poenaru†‡§_, B Dobrescu†, W Greiner‡_, J 
H Hamilton§ andA V Ramayya§ 

  
The half-lives of some quasimolecular states 
which could be formed in the 10Be and 12C 
accompanied fission of 252Cf are roughly 
estimated to be the order of 1 ns, and 1 ms, 
respectively. 

Theoretical predictions 



Figure 3. The liquid drop model, ELD, 
the shell correction, δE, and the total 
deformation energies, E, for the 10Be 
accompanied cold fission of 252Cf with 
146Ba and 96Sr heavy fragments. The 
new minimum appears in the shaded area 
from Rov3 to Rt . 
 

  
In red:   12C  accompanied ternary 
decay  with half lives ~ 1ms & 10ms  

Theoretical predictions 



Preliminary result 

Neutron bunch shape: 

original 

after chopper 

12C? 



3. New short  lived shape isomers ?  
   



Mass-mass distribution from235U(n, f) 
reaction. Strange lines M1=M2+const 

“Unphysical”  
prolongation of the  
lines into the region 
far above of the  
mass of  the mother  
system…?! 



Hypothesis:  LCP delayed fission isomers (Lcp delayed Fission Isomers - LFI )  

2 magic clusters 

LCP 

first rupture 

delayed binary fission 

LCP gives “start” signal 

model estimation  of the typical life time  -  ns range 



The same at lower statistics… 



The same in the larger scale 

Presumable scenario: 
1. Preformation of the chain 

–  2 magic clusters &LCP; 
2. Emitting of the LCP 
       (4, 6 He… here); 
3. Delayed second rupture 
making  magic clusters free. 
 
Thus 2 magic clusters  formed 
 nucleus in the shape 
isomeric state. 
     

 
 

 



The same origin of all tilted lines 
M1~=M2+const ?  No… 



Also tilted line 



70 Ni 

80 Ge 

102 Zr 

102 Zr 

132 Sn 18 O 

missing part 

The same in detail… 

It is not LFI-tilted line  stops below Mcomp 



One more example: 
symmetrical initial 
configuration 

It is not LFI as well 

102Zr-48Ar-102Zr 



C12_r6 

Also symmetrical initial configuration 

The process stops  due to 
forming  magic pair  Ru/Xe 

Evidently, it is not LFI,  but with out any 
doubt , 3 last examples are also bright 
manifestations of clustering. 
  



Very pronounced  
effect, but what 
mechanism is behind? 



COMETA, Cu foil, n=1 
mass-mass plot 

One more example for 
the collection… 



ISINN21:  
LIS  15/05/2013 

Velocities in “Ni”-bump 
Application of the Flash-ADC  



Conclusions 

1. Our CCT dedicated  experiments apparently opened  
new field for investigation  of new shape isomers  based  
on at least ternary prescission configurations namely: 
 - shape isomers  in conventional FF (expected life time  
         τ~ µs) 
- long lived shape isomers (Poenary  prediction) 
         τ~  ms 
- LCP delayed fission isomers (LFI) 
-   τ~ < ns 
2 We observe as well linear trajectories  in the 

correlation mass plots differ from those linked with 
LFI, nevertheless,  all of them are very bright and 
original manifestations of clustering in cold nuclei. 

3. We treat the results behind these conclusions as the  
    indications of interesting physics . To be sure more    
convincing methodics based on the flash-ADC technique 
is in progress. 







C12_r5, mos1&2 only 


